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PENTAGON RUSHING TO OPEN SPACE-WAR CENTER TO COUNTER CHINA, RUSSIA
June 25, 2015 DefenseOne.com reports: “The Pentagon and intelligence community are developing war plans and an operations center to
fend off Chinese and Russian attacks on U.S. military and government satellites.
The ops center, to be opened within six months, will receive data from satellites belonging to all government agencies, Deputy Defense
Secretary Robert Work said Tuesday at the GEOINT symposium, an annual intelligence conference sponsored by the United States
Geospatial Intelligence Foundation.
‘[W]e are going to develop the tactics, techniques, procedures, rules of the road that would allow us … to fight the architecture and protect it
while it’s under attack,’ Work said. ‘The ugly reality that we must now all face is that if an adversary were able to take space away from us,
our ability to project decisive power across transoceanic distances and overmatch adversaries in theaters once we get there … would be
critically weakened.’…”
51% OF U.S. MUSLIMS WANT SHARIA; 25% OKAY WITH VIOLENCE AGAINST AMERICA
June 25, 2015 Breitbart.com reports: “The Center for Security Policy released a poll Tuesday that should give all Americans pause. The
results show that a startling number of American Muslims, our fellow citizens, agree that violence is a legitimate response to those who
insult Islam. A full majority of 51% ‘agreed that ‘Muslims in America should have the choice of being governed according to shariah.’…
A full 25% of those polled agreed that “violence against Americans here in the United States can be justified as part of the global jihad.”…”
ISRAELI ISLAMIST CLERIC SAYS ISRAEL MAY 'END' WITHIN 6 MONTHS
June 24, 2015 Arutz Sheva reported: “In an apparent attempt to prevent incitement and further flareups during the Muslim fast month of
Ramadan which started last Thursday, Israel has issued a distancing order blocking Sheikh Raed Salah from visiting Jerusalem for six
months. Salah, head of the radical Islamic Movement in Israel, is forbidden from visiting the capital from June 25 up until this December.
The fears of incitement to violence during Ramadan are well-founded based on events since the month started; a Jewish man was murdered
by an Arab terrorist in a shooting attack last Friday in Samaria, and on Sunday another Arab terrorist from Hevron stabbed a Border Patrol
officer critically wounding him.
The decision to block Salah was condemned by the sheikh, who wrote on Facebook that ‘the Israeli occupation views itself as an unbending
force, but those who know the truth about it know that the occupation is a braggart, an idiot, valueless and born by mistake from illusions
and remains mistaken in illusions.’
According to Salah, ‘the expressions of the illusions of the occupation are revealed in the evil decision to prevent me from entering
Jerusalem for six months.’
‘Who knows if the occupation will end before the period of six months ends?’ posed the sheikh, voicing his hopes for the end of Israel…”
SECURITY OFFICIAL WARNS ABOUT DANGERS OF ANTI-MISSILE SHEILD FOR BALTIC STATES
June 24, 2015 Tass.ru reported: “Instead of counting on NATO weapons, the Baltic States should think about the
threats they have created for their countries by deploying elements of the anti-missile shield, the deputy secretary of
the Russian Security Council, Yevgeny Lukyanov, said on Wednesday.
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‘They’d better think about other things - the deployment of missile defence system elements that are targeting our
strategic nuclear forces, that is where their problem is, as they become our targets,’ Lukyanov told reporters.
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‘If they like to be targets because of American weapons systems, it is their choice,’ he added. ‘The logic of the
conflict is that nobody wins from a conflict, but somebody finds itself in between (the opposing parties),’ he said,
adding that this is exactly the situation the Baltic States could face…”
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RUSSIA’S NUCLEAR MIGHT SLASHING US HOPES OF NEW AMERICAN CENTURY
June 23, 2015 SpaceDaily.com reported: “Washington is engaged in what a former Indian diplomat and a political analyst referred to as a
"calibrated brinkmanship" in Europe so as "to dictate the terms of war and peace" in the region. To that end the United States is reportedly
contemplating sending heavy weaponry, including battle tanks and infantry fighting vehicles, to Eastern Europe and the Baltics, as well as
deploying nuclear missiles in response to Russia's alleged breaking of the INF treaty.
The initiatives, reminiscent of the darkest days of the Cold War, are part of a broader US strategy of strengthening its military presence in
Europe. One needs to look no further than at the sheer amount of NATO war-games close to Russia's borders in the last 12 months.
"Moscow has figured out that the US and its NATO allies have an evil eye on Russia," M.K. Bhadrakumar said.
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"In conventional forces, the US and its allies enjoy superiority over Russia. That leaves Russia with no option but to display its nuclear
deterrent," the analyst claimed, referring to Moscow's plans to add 40 intercontinental ballistic missiles to its strategic forces in 2015.
Apparently, this is not what Washington hoped for.
The US tried to force "the hands of its major western allies to switch to a confrontational mode vis-a-vis Russia" to turn Moscow and
European capitals into "adversaries for the foreseeable future," the analyst explained. The civil war in Ukraine likely serves this purpose.
Washington's efforts have not paid off as Russia remains "fiercely independent" on the world stage, which "not only frustrates the US'
regional strategies but also sets a bad example for other independent-minded countries to emulate," M.K. Bhadrakumar pointed out.
As long as this state of affairs persists, Washington cannot achieve its strategic goals. For instance, "the US' strategy to confront China in the
future also cannot make headway" as long as Russia remains strong and independent, according to the analyst.”...”
INDIA ISSUES TERROR WARNING TO ISRAELIS
June 22, 2015 Israel National News reported: “Indian intelligence agencies on Monday warned police in New Delhi and other states of the
country to be on the alert for terrorist attacks against Israeli tourists in India, a common destination for young Israelis after their mandatory
IDF service. The advisory warned that terrorist groups may be targeting Israeli tourists or the Israeli Embassy in New Delhi, reports
CNN-IBN.
In response, security at the embassy will be beefed up, as well as at Israeli and Jewish institutions at other locations that are often frequented
by Israelis. Israeli sources said that apparently the warning does not relate to a concrete threat but rather constitutes a
general warning published at intervals based on security appraisals.
Israel and India have rapidly been expanding relations, with cooperation in terms of sensitive military development being of
particular importance…”
PENTAGON CONFIRMS ISIS 'DIRTY BOMB' CLAIMS
June 22, 2015 WND.com reported: “The Pentagon has confirmed to WND that the Islamic State has seized enough radioactive materials
from captured Iraqi facilities to develop ‘dirty bombs,’ just as ISIS’ recent English-language magazine, Dabiq, claimed.
The ISIS claim had alarmed the Australian intelligence service, which initially revealed the prospect that ISIS fighters have seized sufficient
radioactive and biological materials from research centers and hospitals – which previously were under Iraqi government control.
Such seizures were first revealed at a meeting of the Australia Group in Perth, Australia, at which Australian Foreign Minister Julie Bishop
expressed the deep concern of members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and regional partners over the potential use by ISIS of the
seized materials.
‘We are aware of claims that ISIL has declared its motives of developing a ‘dirty bomb’ in a recent edition of its propaganda magazine,’
Defense Department spokeswoman, U.S. Navy Cmdr. Elissa Smith, told WND.
‘We share the same concern as our Australian defense officials and regional partners and will continue to use our intelligence resources to
remain vigilant of any activity and indicators of this violent extremist organization’s intent to employ such weapons,’ she said…”
NEW ISIS VIDEO GLORIFIES CHILD CAGE FIGHTING
June 22, 2015 Israel National News reported: “Islamic State (ISIS) has in the past uploaded videos of children holding weapons, in terror
training and even performing executions - but terror training has reached an entirely new level.
On Monday, the group uploaded a new propaganda video which goes beyond the pale, showing children battling each other in arenas to
become more skilled fighters.
The scenes are reminiscent of battle scenes in ‘Gladiator’ or ‘Divergent,’ with children and young men fighting each other as an armed
commander shouts instructions from the side - and, eventually, with him jumping into the arena to beat them with sticks. The combatants are
also required to break concrete blocks with their heads.
The youths are locked into what ISIS terms the ‘cage of death’ for seven long minutes in the video, and subjected to all kinds of physical
abuse. Some scenes show them crawling through metal tubes as ISIS terrorist shoot live rounds above their heads…”
OHIO ISIS RECRUIT WAS READY TO ‘CUT OFF THE HEAD OF HIS NON-MUSLIM SON’
June 20, 2015 Breitbart.com reports: “To show his devotion to the Islamic State terror group, and to Islam as a whole, an Ohio man arrested
on Friday told an informant that he would cut off the head of his own biological son—akin to the beheadings carried out by Islamic State
(ISIS) fanatics in the Middle East—to prove his worth as a Muslim, an FBI complaint against the man alleges. Thirty-eight-year-old Amir
Said Abdul Rahman Al-Ghazi, formerly known as Robert C. McCollum, was arrested by the FBI early Friday at his Sheffield Lake, Ohio,
apartment. He is being brought up on charges of supporting the Islamic State terrorist organization…”
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